
heroal Surface Coating  
Sustainable, high-quality, fade-resistant: quality for the highest of demands



Fade-resistant surfaces to suit every taste
With an aluminum system from heroal, you can be sure of 

long-term value retention. This is ensured by the high-

quality finishing process for the surfaces. Regular inspec-

tions and certifications by independent testing institutes 

confirm this high quality standard. Depending on the pro-

duction process of the product, the surface is protected 

by either the high-quality heroal hwr (highly weather-

resistant) powder coating or the heroal 2-layer thick coating.

heroal hwr powder coating
This coating process allows for vivid colours and impressive 

effects. It protects long-term against corrosion – including 

in exceptional environmental conditions – and offers excel-

lent colour stability, gloss retention and weather resistance. 

Every nuance of the wide-ranging RAL colour chart is 

available. You can also choose your gloss level: slightly 

glossy, matt, granular or brilliant shimmer.

Ultra Lite Shutters Anti Graffiti Coating
Our Anti Graffiti Coating is an environmentally safe, water 

based, polyurethane coating that can protect your product 

from unwanted defacement. A LEED Certified product that 

meets several environmental codes and is tried and tested 

to be graffiti, weather and chemical resistant. Guaranteed 

to maintain the long lasting quality of your products and 

is safe to use in all applications including health care, city 

infrastructure, pharmaceuticals, schools, manufacturing 

plants and many more! We are pleased to offer our cus-

tomers a safe, clean and excellent performing product to 

meet any requirement.

heroal 2-layer thick coating for roller shutters 
This finishing process is applied before the building 

components are roll-formed from aluminum profiles. 

The 2-layer thick coating allows for highly vivid, 

fade-resistant colours and particularly high abrasion and 

weather resistance. This quality impressed the experts 

at Germanischer Lloyd: they even certified heroal 2-layer 

thick coating for use on ships of all kinds in all waters.

An attractive look that lasts

Let our products speak for themselves
Check our website or contact your heroal specialist: 

The high quality of the coating has been certified 
by a range of institutes

GreenAwa
rd

7307– 40th Street SE

Calgary, AB T2C 2K4

www.ultraliteshutters.ca

1-877-350-3667


